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Soccer-playing robots can develop skills based on the success or failure of

previous behavior, and skill-development is enhanced when all team

members adopt successful behavior.

By Eiji Uchibe and Minoru Asada, Fellow IEEE

ABSTRACT | Coevolution has been receiving increased atten-

tion as a method for simultaneously developing the control

structures of multiple agents. Our ultimate goal is the mutual

development of skills through coevolution. The coevolutionary

process is, however, often prone to settle into suboptimal

strategies. The key to successful coevolution has thus far been

unclear. This paper discusses how several robots can emerge

cooperative and competitive behavior through coevolutionary

processes. In order to realize successful coevolution, we

propose two ideas: multiple schedules for incremental evolu-

tion and fitness sharing based on the method of importance

sampling. To examine this issue, we conducted a series of

computer simulations. We have chosen a simplified soccer

game consisting of two or three robots as a testbed for

analyzing a problem in which both competitive and coopera-

tive tasks are involved. We show that the proposed fitness

evaluation allows robots to evolve robust behaviors in

cooperative and competitive situations.

KEYWORDS | Arms race; coevolution; fitness sharing; impor-

tance sampling; incremental evolution; multiple schedules;

RoboCup

I . INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
One of the ultimate goals of robotics and artificial

intelligence is the realization of autonomous robots that

organize their internal structures to accomplish tasks

through interactions with their environments. In partic-

ular, the emergence of cooperative behaviors among robots
has been receiving increased attention. Coevolution,

simultaneous evolution of two or more populations with

coupled fitness, is one of the promising and natural

approaches for acquiring cooperative and competitive

behaviors in the multirobot domain. Evolutionary robotics

[1], [2] supported by a Genetic Algorithm (GA) [3] and/or

Genetic Programming (GP) [4] has been investigated for

many years as the tool for evolving a robotic controller in a
single-robot domain. Some researchers have also reported

how coevolution has emerged through experiments with a

predator and its prey.

Although evolutionary computation techniques have

been applied to coevolutionary tasks, their inner workings

are still only poorly understood. For example, emerging

patterns in the predator and prey task can be placed in

three categories [5], [6].
1) Cycles of switching fixed strategies. This pattern can

be observed when a predator shifts its strategy

drastically to catch its prey and its prey shifts its

strategy drastically to escape from the predator.

The same strategies alternate many times and no

improvements on either side takes place.
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2) Trap of suboptimal equilibria. Although this is not a
problem peculiar to coevolution, we should note it

more seriously. If the evolution of a robot’s

opponents progresses much earlier than its own

evolution, the robot could not improve its strategy

given the difficult circumstances that its oppo-

nents created. When one side overwhelms its op-

ponents, both sides reach a stable but low level of

skill after which no change occurrs. This problem
occurs mainly caused when the task complexity

differs for each robot.

3) Mutual skills development. In certain conditions,

every robot can improve its strategy against

ever-changing environments caused by the

improved strategies of the other robots. This is

true coevolution by which all agents evolve

effectively. This development is known as an
arms race.

Human designers hope that all robots mutually develop

their own behaviors over the course of evolution. The

coevolutionary process is, however, often prone to settle

into suboptimal strategies such as 1) and 2) above. The

key to successful coevolution thus far has been unclear.

Recently, Asada et al. [7] proposed cognitive de-

velopmental robotics as a new paradigm for the design of
intelligent robots including humanoids. In their argument,

the conventional robot design principle puts much more

emphasis on the embedded control structure than on

environmental issues. Environmental design issues are

also essential for a robot with an embedded structure to

gradually adapt itself to more complicated environments.

In a single-robot domain, we can change a task complexity

by changing one parameter that is given by the human
designers with a prior knowledge. For example, Asada

et al. [8] claimed that the robot should learn how to

respond to easy situations before tackling progressively

more difficult situations. They showed that the scheduled

arrangements of the robot and the ball allow the robot to

learn shooting behaviors more efficiently in a robot soccer

domain. Omata [9] applied GA to acquiring a neural

network controller that could drive a bicycle. The designer
gave an initial velocity to the bicycle in order to control the

bicycle easily. After some generations, the velocity was

gradually decreased. However, it is very difficult to repro-

duce the design issues suggested by Asada et al. in coevo-

lution because some easy situations for one robot are

sometimes difficult situations for other robots.

B. Related Work
Evolution of collective behaviors in a multirobot

domain has been discussed before. Baldassarre et al. [10]

showed that multiple robots with identical controllers

obtained coordinated navigation behaviors based on the

evolutionary method, and Baldassarre et al. [11] extended

their work to more complicated tasks. Quinn [12] and

Quinn et al. [13] showed that multiple robots could evolve

coordinated behaviors without dedicated communication
channels. In their studies, all the robots were controlled

by the same controller, and a single population was used

for evolution. Therefore, one controller had to generate a

variety of different behaviors in order to assign different

roles to the robots. Although their approach is efficient

and simple from a viewpoint of evolutionary computation,

a single population is not a natural assumption in a

competitive situation.
Several researchers have investigated coevolutionary

processes in the context of prey and predator problems [5],

[14]–[16], is a typical example of coevolution, which a prey

and predator problem can be regarded as a simple

competitive task for the robot. In another example,

Hornby and Mirtich [15] showed that coevolving agents

against a diversity of opponents produced agents with

more general strategies. Nolfi and Floreano [5] used a hall
of fame approach [7] to encourage the arms race. In this

approach, a set of past good individuals are used to ensure

that the individuals in the current population remain

competitive with past individuals. Stanley and Miikklainen

[18] proposed an evolutionary complexification approach.

This involves an incremental development of solutions by

adding new components to the neural controllers in the

duel domain of the two simulated robots. In this domain,
the robot with higher energy wins when it collides with

its opponent. Each robot can charge its battery by con-

suming food items in order to keep the energy high. We

begin our discussion with predator–prey relationships

because they are sufficiently complex situations to study

coevolution. However, we think that this problem is still

simple, because: 1) the number of agents is limited to two

and 2) the relationship between agents is always
competitive. In nature we can see various aspects of

behaviors emerge in multiagent environmentsVnot only

competition but also cooperation, ignorance, and so on.

RoboCup (robot soccer) [19] gives us a new problem

setting instead of studying simple predator-prey relation-

ships. RoboCup has increasingly attracted researchers as

benchmark. Behavior acquisition in a multirobot envi-

ronment has been especially tackled by means of
reinforcement learning and/or evolutionary computation

[20]–[29]. Luke et al. [25] showed that coevolved teams

consisting of 11 soccer players could obtain cooperative

behaviors using coevolution. However, coevolving coop-

erative agents have not been considered as a design issue

for individual players only to teams. Ciesielski et al. [22]

also applied GP to behavior acquisition for the soccer

game. Their approach was to evolve one player’s program
and to copy that program to the ten remaining players.

Keep-away is a subtask of robot soccer, where one team of

agents (keepers) tries to maintain possession of the ball

while another agent tries to get it. Since keep-away is

more tractable, it has been selected as a new testbed by

many researchers [23], [24], [27], [28]. During the game,

the keepers learn to pass the ball to each other as much as
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possible while the opponent attempts to intercept the

ball. In this task, all keepers are controlled by the same

evolved neural controller, while the opponent is con-

trolled by a fixed controller.
We believe that aside from one-to-one individual

competition and team competition, noncompetitive multi-

robot behaviors could coevolve. In the RoboCup domain,

we are challenged to evolve both competitive and

cooperative behavior. We have shown preliminary results

when two or three robots evolved simultaneously in our

previous work [6]. Our previous experiments revealed that

the existence of a competitor is essential for cooperative
robots to emerge cooperative behaviors by coevolution.

C. Our Approach
The purpose of this study is to investigate how multiple

robots evolve controllers simultaneously during coevolu-

tionary processes. We claim that there are two critical

issues for successful coevolution. The first one is the

Multiple Schedules approach for incremental evolution,
which means that multiple schedules are tested simulta-

neously in each generation. The other is a method of fitness
sharing. That is, the robots evolve robust and versatile

stochastic policies (controllers). The straightforward

implementation of multiple schedules requires a prohib-

itively long time to evolve behaviors since each schedule

must be sequentially evaluated. Fitness sharing is based on

the method of importance sampling [30]. We can modify

fitness values followed by one schedule, then those
followed by another schedule based on the similarity of

the stochastic policies. Consequently the evolutionary

process can depart from the problems in the cases of 1) and

2) described above. To examine the above issues, we

conduct a series of computer simulation of a simplified

soccer game in which both competitive and cooperative

tasks are involved at the same time.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II describes our method in detail. Section III

explains the simulation settings about the simplified soccer

game [6]. Section IV presents the results of a series of our

simulation experiments. Section V concludes, and dis-

cusses future work.

II . SUCCESSFUL COEVOLUTION BY
FITNESS SHARING

A. Notations
Fig. 1 shows an overview of our coevolutionary system.

Suppose that there are Nrobot robots in the environment.

Fig. 1. Entire coevolutionary system in our method. Each robot has its own population, and there is no migration among the populations.

The selected individuals obtain the real evaluations calculated by (2) while the individuals that are not selected obtain the virtual evaluation

based on the fitness sharing discussed in Section II-B. The superscript i is omitted for simplicity.
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Each robot Ri has its own population P iði ¼ 1; . . . ;NrobotÞ
and attempts to acquire desired behaviors. There is no

migration among the populations. The number of each

population P i is Npop for simplicity, although we can set it

arbitrarily. Each individual Ii
jðj ¼ 1; . . . ;Npop) has a per-

formance value vi
j and a stochastic policy (controller) �i

j

that assigns a probability distribution over actions to each

state.

L games are held in each generation. After L games
are over, the new populations are generated by applying

genetic operations. At the beginning of each game, the

robot Ri chooses one individual from its own population.

The probability for Ri to select the jth individual is

given by

Prði; jÞ ¼
exp �vi

j

� �
PNpop

j¼1 exp �vi
j

� � (1)

where � is a positive parameter called the inverse tem-

perature. Low � causes (nearly) equi-probable selection

of all individuals, while high � causes selection of the

individual with the highest performance with probability
close to one.

Let us denote Ii
selected the selected individual. When a

new game starts, each robot is controlled by the stochastic

controller of the individual. Let hi
l be the sequence of

states x, actions u, and evaluations e of the ith robot in the

lth game

hi
l ¼ xi

1; ui
1; ei

1; xi
2; ui

2; ei
2; . . . ; xi

Ml
; ui

Ml
; ei

Ml
; xi

Mlþ1

n o

where Ml is the length of the lth game. From the sequence

of evaluation fei
1; ei

2; . . . ; ei
Ml
g, the fitness value for the

selected individuals is computed by

f i
l ðselectedÞ ¼ f hi

l

� �
¼

XMl

m¼1

wTei
m (2)

where w is a weight vector, and wT denotes a transpose
of w. Note that f i

l ðselectedÞ is the function of the epi-

sode hi
l. We call f i

l real the fitness value for the selected

individual Ii
selected at the lth game. Later, we may omit the

superscript i because fitness evaluation and genetic

operations are performed separately in each robot.

B. Fitness Sharing Based on Importance Sampling
Standard evolutionary computation methods use the

fitness value fl calculated by (2) just for evaluation of the

individuals that attended the game. This means that every
individual of one population plays every member of the

other. Consequently, computing time in coevolution will

be prohibitively long. Here, we consider how the real

fitness can be used for evaluating all individuals

Ijðj ¼ 1; . . . ;NpopÞ that do not attend the game. Since the

probability that the sequence hl occurs depends on the

stochastic policy used by the robot, we have to modify

the real fitness values according to the difference between
the target policy �jðj 6¼ selectedÞ and selected policy

�selected. In order to compensate the mismatch between

them, we can use the method of importance sampling [30]

that is a well-known classical technique for obtaining

accurate tail quantiles of a bootstrap distribution more

quickly.

Let us denote pjðhÞ to be the probability that the

sequence h occurs by following the stochastic policy �j. A
simple fitness estimator based on importance sampling is

given by

E�j
ffg ¼

Z
h

fðhÞpjðhÞdh

¼
Z
h

fðhÞ
pjðhÞ

pselectedðhÞ pselectedðhÞdh

¼ E�selected
f

pjðhÞ
pselectedðhÞ


 �

	 1

L

XL

l¼1

flwlðjÞ; (3)

where E� denotes the expectation with respect to the

stochastic policy �, and

wlðjÞ ¼
pjðhÞ

pselectedðhÞ : (4)

wlðjÞ is called the importance sampling weight for the jth
individual at the lth game. Another implementation of the

importance sampling estimator is given by

fðjÞ ¼ E�j
ffg ¼

PL
l¼1 flwlðjÞPL
l¼1 wlðjÞ

: (5)

Although the estimator given by (5) is consistent but

biased [30], this estimator is often faster and more stable in

practice than the estimator given by (3). Later, we call this

fitness value by using (5) virtual fitness.
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It is easy to calculate the importance sampling weight
[31] because the system knows all stochastic policies. The

probability that the sequence hl occurs by following the

stochastic policy � is represented by

pðhlÞ¼Prðhlj�Þ¼Prðx1Þ
YMl

m¼1

�ðxm;umÞPrðxmþ1jxm;umÞ (6)

where Prðx1Þ and Prðxmþ1jxm; umÞ are the initial state

probability and the single-step transition probability,
respectively. Then, wlðjÞ is given by

wlðjÞ ¼
YMl

m¼1

�jðxm; umÞ
�selectedðxm; umÞ

(7)

where we assume that the behavior policy should satisfy

�selectedðx; uÞ 9 0 if �jðx; uÞ 9 0. Here, the knowledge of

the environmental dynamics Prðxmþ1jxm; umÞ is not

needed to compute wlðjÞ. We only need the ratio of the
stochastic policies. The standard fitness evaluation

without importance sampling is obtained if we set the

weights as follows:

wlðjÞ ¼ 1 if �jðx; uÞ ¼ �selectedðx; uÞ for all x and u,

0 otherwise.




(8)

In this case, the fitness value of �selected is not used for

evaluating others.

C. Multiple Schedules for Successful Coevolution
Incremental evolution has been used with various

evolutionary methods to solve complex problems. A com-

plex problem is challenged by first evolving for a simpli-

fied situation of the environment. Then, the difficulty of

the problem is gradually increased by modifications of the

meta-issues such as the initial configurations or the fit-

ness function. Although this incremental evolution ap-

proach works well in the single robot domain [8], [9], it is
not promising in the multiple robot domain. Suppose that

the evolutionary schedules A and B are well established

for the robot R1 and R2, respectively. If evolution is

followed by the single schedule A, R1 and R2 do not have

even task complexities. This unfair schedule leads the

coevolutionary process to suboptimal strategies. The

Multiple Schedules approach means that multiple sche-

dules are tested simultaneously in each generation. In
other words, both R1 and R2 are evaluated in the

situation followed by the schedule A and B.

So we propose a Multiple Schedules approach to
overcome the above problem. Each robot evolves behaviors

under the environmental settings scheduled not only for

its own but also for others in each generation. Since each

population has a chance to evolve behaviors in a well-

scheduled environment, coevolution such as arms race can

be emerged as a result. One disadvantage of the Multiple

Schedules approach is that naive implementation requires

a long time for evaluation. Fortunately, we can reduce the
computing cost by using the fitness sharing shown in

Section II-B.

D. Representation of the Stochastic Policy
We can consider several representations to implement

stochastic policies. Here, we use a tree structure to

implement the reconfigurable stochastic policy shown in

Fig. 2. In our policy representation, each leaf of the

decision tree represents the hand-coded stochastic policy

that can be regarded as a basic skill. The set of the hand-

coded stochastic policies are called a terminal set. One
conditional branching function divides the state space into

two regions. The form of the conditional branching

function is given by ðifð¼ a bÞc dÞ, which executes its

first branch c if the condition Ba is b[ is true; otherwise it

executes its second branch d. In our experiment, a and b

denote an object and its category, respectively. Then,

multiple branching functions give complex switching

function of stochastic policies according to the environ-
mental state. We call the set of branching functions the

function set.
Crossover is one of the most important genetic op-

erations. We consider genetic operations used in GP.

Then, a leaf node is regarded as a terminal while a

conditional branching function is a special case of the

Fig. 2. Stochastic policy represented by tree structure. Box and

ellipsoid represent the conditional branching function and the

hand-coded stochastic policy, respectively.
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normal function. In crossover, two cut points are chosen

and whole subtrees are swapped. If the depth of one or

both of the resulting trees is larger than the maximum

depth Dmax, the subtrees are swapped back and another

cut point is chosen. The initial depth of the new tree is

strictly limited to Dinit, where Dinit � Dmax. Moreover,
mutation should take place with a prespecified proba-

bility Pmutation. In mutation, one node is exchanged with

another node that is randomly chosen from the function

and terminal sets.

E. Genetic Operations
We explain the genetic operations (selection, cross-

over, and mutation) to generate the next generation pool

shown in Fig. 3. According to the estimated fitness values,

the population P is divided into three groups. The first is
the best subpopulation Pbest consisting of the best Nbest

performing individuals. The individuals in Pbest are moved

unchanged to the new population. The second is the worst
subpopulation Pworst consisting of the worst Nworst

individuals. The individuals in Pworst are thrown away,

and Nworst individuals are created for the new population.

The last is the cross subpopulation Pcross that constitutes

the best Nbest þ Ncross individuals. By applying genetic
operations such as crossover and mutation into Pcross,

Ncross individuals are generated to the next population.

Note that Nbest þ Nworst þ Ncross ¼ Npop.

Since each robot selects one individual from its own

population according to (1), the performance values vi
j

must be assigned before actual evaluation. We set fitness

values at the previous generation to the performance

values for individuals in Pbest because they are not changed
before and after generations. The performance values for

individuals in Pworst are initialized as random values.

Consequently, the values vj at the generation t þ 1 are

computed from the fitness values fj at the generation t by

vjðt þ 1Þ ¼
fjðtÞ j 2 Pbest;
~f j 2 Pworst;
fj1ðtÞ þ fj2ðtÞ
 �

=2 j 2 Pcross

8<
: (9)

where j1 and j2 are the indexes to represent parents. ~f is a

random variable that has a uniform distribution in the

range 0 to minj2Pbest
fj.

We use Tournament Selection in order to select two

parents for crossover. Ntournament individuals are selected

from the population Pcross at random. Selection pressure is

adjusted by changing the tournament size. Smaller
tournament size gives weak individuals a better chance

of being selected.

III . TASK AND ASSUMPTIONS

A. RoboCup Task
We have chosen a simplified soccer game consisting of

two or three robots as a testbed for the problem because

both competitive and cooperative tasks are involved as

stated in the RoboCup Initiative [19]. We consider the

setting of the middle-sized robot league of RoboCup

Soccer. The environment consists of a ball and two goals,

and a wall is placed around the field except at the goals.

Fig. 4 shows one of the real robots used for modeling. The

robots have the same body (power wheeled steering
system) and the same sensor (onboard TV camera); that is,

they are homogeneous agents. In our simulator, the robot

cannot obtain complete information about its environment

Fig. 3. Genetic operations to generate the next population. In order to make Ncross individuals, two parents are selected from Nbest þ Ncross

individuals.
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because of the limitation of its sensing capability and
occlusion of the objects.

As described before, the branch of the tree is a simple

conditional function Bðifð¼ a bÞc dÞ[ that executes its

first branch c if the condition Ba is b[ true, otherwise it

executes its second branch d, where a and b denote an

object and its category, respectively. In our task, there

are five objects (the ball, the goal, the opponent’s goal,

and the other two robots), and seven categories (left,
center, right, small, medium, large, and lost). These

image features are the same ones that were used in our

previous work [6], [8]. All robots must be recognized

uniquely because each has a different role. The number

of function sets is 35ð¼ 7 ðballÞ þ 2  7 ðtwo goalsÞþ
2  7 ðother two robotsÞÞ.

Leaf node is a stochastic policy that gives a probability

to select the action according to the current state. We
prepare the following four stochastic hand-coded policies.

1) �shoot: the robot shoots a ball into the opponent’s

goal.

2) �pass: the robot kicks a ball to a teammate.

3) �avoid: the robot avoids collisions with other

robots.

4) �search: the robot searches for the ball by turning to

the left or right.
The stochastic policies described above were formulated

by a combination of a linear feedback controller and a

Gaussian noise as follows:

u � N Kðxd � xÞ�ð Þ;

where � is a normalizing constant, K is a feedback

controller gain, xd is the desired state, and � is the

covariance matrix of noise, respectively. In other words, u
is a normally distributed with mean Kðxd � xÞ and

covariance �.

The task for the robots is to play a game to obtain as

many points as possible without losing points. We first

consider the following parameter to evaluate team

behaviors such as cooperation between teammates and

competition with opponents:

ei
1ðmÞ

¼

1 if the goal is scored by the team to which

the robot Ri belongs at the mth time step,

�0:5 if the goal is lost by the opponent team,

0 otherwise.

8>>>><
>>>>:

With the above evaluation only, it will take a prohibitively

long time to evolve policies because almost all individuals

have zero fitness value at the early stage of evolution. To

address this, we introduced the following more individu-

alized evaluation to encourage robots to interact with each
other while minimizing the number of collisions:

ei
2ðmÞ ¼ 1 if Ri kicks the ball at the mth time step,

0 otherwise,




ei
3ðmÞ ¼ �1 if Ri makes a collision with the objects,

0 otherwise.




Parameters used are shown in Table 1. These parameters
are decided by performing the preliminary experiments.

Fig. 4. Robot and environment. (a) Our robot for modeling. (b) The size of the environment and the initial areas where the robots and the

ball are located. EP, ES, and EK mean the robots that are expected to be the passer, shooter, and keeper, respectively.
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There are two important parameters � and Dmax. Since

� controls the probability to select the randomness of

the probability to select the individual that actually

collects experiences, � must increase gradually. We

conducted some experiments with different parameter

settings; we found no significant differences at the end
of evolution.

B. Evolutionary Schedule
We can consider a variety of evolutionary schedules,

since the soccer task involves not only competitive but also

cooperative situations. Here, we prepare the three

schedules named Cooperative Schedule, Competitive

Schedule, and No Schedule. For readers’ understanding,

we named the three robots EP, ES, and EK, which signifies

the robots that are expected to be the passer, shooter, and
keeper, respectively.

Cooperative Schedule

A-1 From 0 to 1000 generations. EP and ES evolve

behaviors. There are no competitors in the

environment.

A-2 From 1001 to 2000 generations. One robot, EK,

is added to the environment. EK does not move at all

in this phase. Both EP and ES continue to evolve
behaviors.

A-3 From 2001 to 3000 generations. EK starts to evolve

behaviors. This task includes cooperative and compet-

itive relations among the robots.

The purpose of the Cooperative Schedule is regarded as the

patronized schedule for ES and EK. Note that EK has to

evolve behaviors in the difficult situations because we

expect that EP and ES obtain good cooperative behaviors at
the end of A-2.

Competitive Schedule

B-1 From 0 to 1500 generations. ES and EK evolve

behaviors. Since the relationship between ES and EK is

competitive, this phase is regarded as competitive

coevolution.

B-2 From 1501 to 3000 generations. EP is added to the

environment. All the robots evolve behaviors.
ES and EK are practically even in B-1.

No Schedule

C-1 From 0 to 3000 generations. All the robots evolve

behaviors. Then, no incremental evolution is consid-

ered at all.

No Schedule is the most straightforward way for applying

coevolution. Multiple Schedule combines the above three

schedules. In this case, we can summarize the evolutionary

schedule as follows.

Multiple Schedules

D-1 From 0 to 1000 generations. The initial configu-
ration is selected from A-1, B-1, or C-1 at random.

D-2 From 1001 to 1500 generations. The initial

configuration is selected from A-2, B-1, or C-1 at

random.

D-3 From 1501 to 2000 generations. The initial

configuration is randomly selected from A-2 or C-1,

since B-2 and C-1 are the same setting.

D-4 From 2001 to 3000 generations. The initial
configuration is C-1. That is, all the robots evolve

behaviors simultaneously.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental results are summarized in Table 2.

A. Results Followed by Cooperative Schedule
Fig. 5(a) and (b) show the transitions of the average

fitness values and the depths of the best ten individuals

followed by the Cooperative Schedule. Average fitness

values gradually increased and remained almost constant

from the 700th generation to the 1000th generation.

Table 2 Summary of the Experimental Results

Table 1 Parameter Settings Used in the Experiments
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Since both ES and EP received the same evaluations with

respect to the numbers of obtained and lost scores, the

difference of fitness values was mainly caused by the ball-

kicking scores. There was a gradual increase in the

average depth for ES. Conversely, the average depth for

EP reached a peak of six in the 300th generation, and it
then decreased rapidly after about 300 generations. These

results suggested that the evolved stochastic policies

obtained by ES were much more complicated that those

obtained by EP.

Adding EK caused a rapid decrease of fitness values and

the depths of EP and ES. This suggested that the evolved

populations in A-1 were not good initial ones in A-2. After

1000 additional generations, ES and EP obtained cooper-

ative behaviors as follows:

• EP passed the ball in front of ES;
• ES shot the received ball into the goal while

avoiding collisions with stationary EK.

EK started to evolve behaviors after 2000 generations.

Because EP and ES had already obtained efficient

Fig. 5. Experimental results. (a), (c), (e), and (g) show the transition of the average fitness values followed by Cooperative Schedule,

Competitive Schedule, No Schedule, and Multiple Schedules, respectively. (b), (d), (f), and (g) show the depths of the best ten individuals

followed by the above schedules.
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cooperative behaviors for scoring, the environmental
setting was very difficult for EK to evolve behaviors from

scratch. Although some individuals could evolve basic

goalkeeping behaviors at the end of evolution, none was

able to obtain goal scoring behaviors. The depth of EK’s

tree was not deeper than those of the trees of ES and EP at

the end of generation. That is, the stochastic policies

obtained by EK were not as complicated as those of ES and

EP. In fact, EK failed to evolve a good behavior for goal
saving.

B. Results Followed by Competitive Schedule
Fig. 5(c) and (d) show the transitions of the average

fitness values and the depths of the best ten individuals

followed by the Competitive Schedule. Since the initial

configurations were almost the same for ES and EK, the

transitions of their average fitness values of them had
the same tendency and remained constant after about

100 generations. By seeing the obtained behaviors, we

found that ES defeated the novice EK and vice versa. In

addition, the game with the best EP and EK was drawn.

ES seldom moved randomly, since most individuals in

this role could perform purposive shooting behaviors by

themselves at the end of B-1. We expected that EP could

easily evolve appropriate behaviors because EP only had to
kick the ball toward ES. The experimental results were,

however, different from our expectation. EP did not affect

the evolutionary processes of ES and EK against our

expectation. The depth of EP’s tree followed by this

schedule was smaller than that followed in the Cooperative

Schedule, as shown in Fig. 5(b) and (d). We found that EP

ran into empty space along the wall to avoid collisions

while ES and EK competed keenly with each other.
Clearly, these are not the cooperative behaviors that we

intended before conducting experiments.

C. Results Followed by No Schedule
Fig. 5(e) and (f) show the transitions of the average

fitness values and the depths of the best ten individuals

followed by No Schedule. The transitions of average fitness

values were similar to those shown in the Section IV-B.

After about 1300 generations, average fitness values of EK

became larger than those of ES and EP.

We could not find the increase of the average depth of
EP’s tree over the generation while those of ES and EK

gradually increased as shown in Fig. 5(f). This result

implied that this cooperative and competitive task had

degenerated into competitive one like the predator–prey

problem described in the introduction.

D. Results Followed by Multiple Schedules
Fig. 5(g) and (h) show the transition of the average

fitness values and the depths of the best ten individuals in

the evolutionary process, respectively. We found that a

good synchronization among EP, ES, and EK could be seen

by following the Multiple Schedules. That is, there were no
significant differences among evolutions in the three

average fitness values of EP, ES, and EK.

Evolved behaviors proved to be very effective. Fig. 6

shows the results of the game when the game was held by

the robots followed by the different schedule. The game

was played 100 times for each schedule, and the pair of EP

and ES showing the best performance was selected. For

example, the top left figure [Fig. 6(a)] shows the obtained
and lost scores by the best pair of ES and EP followed by

No Schedule when they competed with EK followed by

Multiple Schedules. Fig. 6(a), (b), (c), and (d) suggest that

EK followed by Multiple Schedules could defend the goal

regardless of the evolutionary schedule for ES and EP.

Fig. 6(d), (h), (l), and (p) also shows the effectiveness of

the Multiple Schedules approach. That is, the best pair of

EP and ES followed by Multiple Schedules could obtain
better scores as compared with those following the other

three schedules.

Cooperative Schedule was very effective for evolving

behaviors of ES and EP, since Fig. 6(c), (g), (k), and (o)

had the same tendencies in Fig. 6(d), (h), (l), and (p),

respectively. Conversely, Cooperative Schedule was inef-

fective for evolving behaviors of EK because EK allowed

many scoring opportunities to be lost.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper has shown how coevolutionary techniques can

emerge not only competitive behaviors but also coopera-

tive behaviors through a series of experiments in which

two or three robots play a simplified soccer game. For

cooperative and competitive robots to coevolve success-
fully, they must synchronize their evolutionary processes

to avoid getting trapped in suboptimal equilibria (subop-

timal strategies). In addition, the evolving robots must

interact with a variety of cooperators and competitors to

estimate robust fitness values.

Incremental evolution is one of the effective ap-

proaches for evolving controllers in the single robot

domain. However, it is almost impossible to prepare the
single effective evolutionary schedule for the problem in

which both competitive and cooperative tasks are

involved simultaneously. Experimental results suggest

that the efficiency of the schedule such as Cooperative

Schedule and Competitive Schedule depends on the

robot. Therefore, the Multiple Schedules approach is

very essential for realizing successful coevolution. Our

method does not show the efficiency of the best sched-
ule, if one exists, for all robots. In this case, the best

schedule will give us better results, but we think that it is

a rare case in cooperative and competitive tasks. The

proposed fitness sharing based on the technique of

importance sampling can reduce the computing time

required for evaluation. Experimental results showed that

our fitness evaluation is very efficient for cooperative and
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competitive coevolutionary tasks. Importance sampling

has received increased attention in the field of

reinforcement learning [32], [33].

Multiple Schedules can be regarded as a method to

collect randomized training samples. If the individuals are
evaluated in order of the Cooperative Schedule and

Competitive Schedule, only one schedule will be consid-

ered in practice. Randomizing samples is a natural

approach in the field of machine learning society, since

it is well known that the order of training patterns

(instances) affects the results of learning. For example, a

random presentation of training samples may help a

neural network escape from poor local minima in the
error function. To combine the method developed with

the machine learning literature is one of the challenging

issues.

Since the number of evaluations L is not directly

related to the population size, our fitness sharing method

can be applied to larger populations. However, we think

that the more sophisticated strategy would be required

to select the individual that actually collects experiences.

Because the same individual with the best performance

is usually selected at later generations, searches for
other individuals are not performed well regardless of

the population size. This is one of our future research

topics.

Another important topic we do not mention is

designing the fitness function. That is, the robot should

change its own fitness function dynamically by taking into

account whether the task could be accomplished. We have

developed an adaptive fitness function [34] to control the
complexity of the task. This method can modify the

weights used in the linear combination of fitness measures

according to a statistical analysis of those measures.

We have not yet conducted the real robotic experi-

ments. One of the difficult problems for evolution in the

Fig. 6. Experimental results of the game. The boxes and the error bars mean the average and the standard deviation of obtained and

lost scores, respectively. (a) shows obtained and lost scores by the best pair of ES and EP followed by No Schedule when they

competed with EK followed by Multiple Schedules.
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real environment is to collect important and interesting
experiences used for evaluating individuals. Our fitness

sharing is a powerful tool because it can transfer weighted

values of evaluation to all individuals according to the
differences among the stochastic policies. This means that

our method can greatly shorten the experiment time. h
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